
 

 

CNPS Action Planning | 2022 
Executive Summary 

 
How will the new CNPS Strategic Plan translate into action? Over the last eight weeks, CNPS staff at all 
levels worked together to develop an in-depth action plan focused on the next three years. The teams 
worked exhaustively to build out detailed work plans that translate strategy to action plan, and action 
plan to project plans. It was the most robust action planning effort in years, and we have been proud to 
see the teams come together to make it happen on top of already full workloads. 

The accompanying spreadsheet is an Action Plan Roll-Up. We’ve provided the roll-up in Excel to allow 
anyone viewing or using it to filter by strategic plan goals, teams responsible, and more. The 
spreadsheet’s many rows quickly illustrate the depth and breadth of the work underway, work that will 
be done through both restricted fund projects as well as general fund areas that support the 
organization and our vital chapter network.  

Prioritization is hard work, but as we look at the immediate year ahead, our priorities in support of the 
Strategic Plan can be summarized under the following 10 thematic areas, the majority of which will 
involve both staff and volunteers across multiple programs. 

1. Habitat Revolution  
In support of Goal 3 and Goal 4, this year’s work on Habitat Revolution will be focused on 
the success of the Bloom! California campaign alongside the much-anticipated Phase I 
overhaul of Calscape. Bloom! is engaging chapters and partners across the industry, and it’s 
already having an impact. Early campaign data shows strong year-over-year native plant 
sales! Calscape Phase 1 will be a major undertaking in both front and back-end design, the 
oucome of which will position Calscape as the number one information hub, garden planner, 
and marketplace for native plant gardening. 
 

2. Conference | Rooted Together 
Bridging every goal in the Strategic Plan (Know, Save, Restore, Connect and Collaborate), the 
2022 CNPS Conference will be one of the Education and Engagement team’s top priorities, 
as they work with staff and volunteers to produce a multi-track conference that celebrates 
the roots of our native plant mission, while making space for exciting new voices and 
perspectives in our community. Post conference, the team will continue its expanded vision 
for programming with increased student engagement, youth-based curriculum, and 
community education and events alongside CNPS’s longstanding plant science trainings. 
 

3. Collaborative Conservation and Land Management  
The State of California and its leaders face a crossroads, as we navigate the dual priorities of 
climate change resilience and the preservation of our imperiled biodiversity. But to save 
what matters most, we need an accurate picture of our state’s biodiversity. To that end, 



CNPS will focus heavily on the statewide 30x30 campaign, this year’s release of the 
Important Plant Areas maps and resources, working towards the completion of California’s 
vegetation map, and conducting floristic, vegetation, and rare plant surveys in areas with 
data gaps. Together, the four areas enable us to powerfully advance large scale 
conservation priorities, the preservation of vegetation and species biodiversity, and science-
based land management. As part of this, CNPS, in coalition with partners, is urging decision-
makers to take advantage of California’s one-time budget surplus to allocate $40 million to 
vegetation mapping, $1 billion for coastal resilience and protection, and an annual $1 billion 
to fund meaningful capacity and accountability behind its commitment to conserve 30 
percent of California’s land and waters by 2030. Meanwhile, a new CEQA conservation 
toolkit will empower volunteers across the state with the tools and information they need 
to identify and advocate for urgent conservation issues as they arise. Combined, these 
endeavors not only support all four strategic goals, they help position CNPS as both partners 
and leaders in diverse, multi-organizational coalitions. 
 

4. State and National Legislative Advocacy 
Powering our goals to Save, Restore, and Connect and Collaborate, CNPS is partnering two 
exciting pieces of legislation: On the federal side, CNPS is a leading supporter of Rep. 
Garamendi’s House Resolution 6366. If passed, the bill will expand Berryessa Snow 
Mountain National Monument to permanently protect what has been known as Walker 
Ridge. Of equal – if not greater – significance, the Yocha DeHe Wintun Nation has worked 
with Rep. Garamendi’s staff to rename the region to Molok Luyuk, Patwin for “Condor 
Ridge,” and establish permanent co-management with local tribes, making H.R. 6366 an 
important opportunity to support our Indigenous partners.  In state legislation, CNPS has 
joined NRDC and Environment California as co-sponsors of Assembly Bill 2146, which will 
ban non-agricultural uses of neonicotinoids in California. We’re looking forward to 
supporting this important step to reduce the harmful impacts of neonics on our native 
pollinators and the plants that support them. 
 

5. Vital Species Protection and Appreciation  
Advancing goals 2, 3, and 4, CNPS is engaging people across the state in the conservation 
and appreciation of species that play a vital role in our ecosystems and cultural connections. 
This year, CNPS will revitalize Re-Oak California with a focus on oak woodland restoration 
and preservation. We are also uplifting the work of Indigenous partners through the Saging 
the World campaign. The campaign will kick off with an exciting documentary premiere to 
help raise awareness of white sage poaching, deter sales of wild-crafted sage products, and 
shine a spotlight on the ubiquitous and harmful cultural appropriation of “saging” or 
smudging with Salvia apiana. Last, CNPS will expand its offering of free Rare Plant Treasure 
Hunt workshops, Fire-Followers outings, and other community-science projects to help 
more people, especially those in historically marginalized communities, connect with nature. 
 

6. Rare Plant | Sensitive Nature Communities Ranking and Conservation 
To ensure California’s rare plants and sensitive natural communities get the protection they 
deserve and in turn help conserve the state’s biodiversity, CNPS will be doubling down on its 
rare plant ranking, sensitive natural communities ranking, and conservation status review 
for 300 California native plants by 2025.  As part of this work, CNPS will elevate the visibility 
of the newly updated Rare Plant Inventory and work towards updating the California 
Manual of Vegetation to advance goals 1 and 2 to both Know and Save California’s rare 
plants and sensitive natural communities. 

 



7. Climate Resilience  
Climate resilience cannot be achieved without biodiversity preservation and sound land 
management practices, and California’s hasty wildfire vegetation treatment roll-out puts 
both at risk. In 2022, CNPS will be activating Goals 1, 2, 3, and 4 to address this risk through 
community science, environmental review, public education, pre and post-fire vegetation 
monitoring and rare plant sampling, and advocacy. This year’s advocacy and related 
communications will prioritize CAL FIRE accountability and transparency alongside increased 
California state budget investments in conservation and capacity building for ecological 
landscape management. 

 

8. Doing Better | Diversity, Inclusion, Justice and Equity (DEIJ) 
Staff are aligned in a deep commitment to activate the organization’s upcoming DEIJ Action 
Plan in 2022 and provide chapters with the support and resources they need to integrate 
DEIJ values at the local level.  This work will incorporate the findings and recommendations 
of the Avarna Group and Redbud Resource Group and touch every aspect of our 
organization, from volunteerism and hiring to communications and field practices.  
 

9. Chapter Experience and Membership Growth 
Chapters are the “face of CNPS” and need more support as we emerge from the isolation of 
the pandemic. CNPS Public Affairs, Development, and Operations staff will be working 
directly with chapters to undertake a cluster of related projects. We’ve been listening 
closely to chapter feedback on monthly collaboration calls and know that chapters need 
active and robust support for communications platforms, volunteer recruitment, 
membership development, training, community programming, and administration. With a 
new Education & Engagement Program, an expert Communications staff, top notch 
Development and Operations teams, and, most of all, a deeply committed volunteer base, 
we are confident the future looks bright! 
 

10.  Strong CNPS 
Our last major goal, not captured in the Strategic Plan but always implied, is that we ensure 
CNPS operations run smoothly, and that the organization remains strong for years to come. 
This is embodied in much of our behind-the-scenes work in Finance and Operations, Human 
Resources, Development, and Communications. We can’t succeed in our mission if the lights 
don’t stay on, literally and figuratively. To that end, you’ll see a number of actions listed 
under “Goal 5 – Strong CNPS” to capture both ongoing and new necessities. 
 

Thank you for being a part of CNPS. We welcome your input and ideas as we move plans off paper and 
into action! 

 
Sincerely, 
 
Your CNPS Staff Leaders 

 
David Bryant, Education & Engagement 
Program Director 
Julie Evens, Vegetation Program Director 
Nick Jensen, Conservation Program Director 
Liv O’Keeffe, Senior Director, Public Affairs 
Christine Pieper, Development Director 

Vince Scheidt, Interim Executive Director 
Aaron Sims, Rare Plant Program Director 
Andrea Williams, Director of Biodiversity 
Initiatives 
Brock Wimberley, Senior Director, Operations & 
Finance 

 


